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1. INTRODUCTION
Let H and V be two Hilbert spaces of infinite dimension with V/H,
V dense in H, and let us consider the differential equation
u +cu* +lu= f (t, u), u # V, u* # H. (1.1)
Here c>0 is a fixed constant, l is a self-adjoint linear operator which is
densely defined on H and f is a nonlinear function that is T-periodic with
respect to time. We shall impose conditions on l and f modeled after the
semilinear telegraph equation.
The periodic problem associated to equations of this type has been
studied using several methods (see [19], [12], [5], [3], [21], [2], [9]
and the references there). In this paper we shall prove that two well known
approaches to the study of the periodic problem for (1.1) are equivalent.
The first approach is based on the Poincare operator. To define it we
start with the Cauchy problem for (1.1), which is well posed under
appropriate conditions on l and f. Let u(t; u0 , v0) be the solution of (1.1)
satisfying
u(0)=u0 # V, u* (0)=v0 # H.
The periodic problem for (1.1) is reduced to the study of the fixed points
of the Poincare operator
P: (u0 , v0)  (u(T; u0 , v0), u* (T, u0 , v0)).
Typically this operator is not completely continuous and so the Leray
Schauder theory is not directly applicable. However, the dissipative
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character of the equation is sufficient to guarantee that P is an :-contrac-
tion. This makes possible to apply the theory developed by Nussbaum in
[16] to define the degree
deg(I&P, G; V_H),
where G is an open and bounded subset of V_H.
The second approach is based on the method of Green’s functions and
consists in rewriting the periodic problem as an abstract integral equation. To
do this we impose assumptions on l implying that the linear periodic problem
u +cu* +lu= p(t), u(0)=u(T ), u* (0)=u* (T ), p # C([0, T], H),
has a unique solution u=GTp. This solution belongs to the space of
functions
MT=[u # C 1([0, T], H) & C([0, T], V)u(0)=u(T), u* (0)=u* (T)].
The nonlinear periodic problem is now equivalent to the fixed point
equation
u=GTNTu, u # MT ,
where NT is the substitution operator associated to f. The operator
FT=GTNT is completely continuous and LeraySchauder theory can be
applied to define the degree
deg(I&FT , 0T ; MT),
where 0T is an open and bounded subset of MT .
Let us now assume that the sets G and 0T have a common core; this
means that a periodic solution of (1.1) belongs to 0T if and only if its
initial conditions lie on G. The duality theorem will say that the two
degrees coincide; that is,
deg(I&P, G; V_H)=deg(I&FT , 0T ; MT).
The analogous result for ordinary differential equations is classical and a
proof can be found in the book by Krasnoselskii and Zabreiko [11]. The
basic idea of the proof in [11] is to connect the operators P and FT by
a chain of ingenious homotopies. In our proof we follow the ideas of [11]
and adapt them to an infinite-dimensional setting. The main difficulty in
this adaption comes from a well known fact: the degree cannot be defined
for arbitrary continuous maps in infinite dimensions. We shall prove that
the successive homotopies always remain in an admissible class where the
degree is well defined.
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Besides their intrinsic interest, Duality Theorems can be useful in
applications. We shall combine the duality theorem with the techniques
introduced in [18] to study the forced sine-Gordon equation with periodic
boundary conditions. This is the equation
utt+cut&uxx+a sin u= p(t, x), u(t, x+2?)=u(t, x),
where a>0 and p is doubly periodic, and we shall obtain results on multi-
plicity and instability of periodic solutions. These results can be seen as
partial extensions of well known results for the forced pendulum equation
(see [13], [17]).
The rest of the paper is organized in six sections. Section 2 is devoted to
recall some known facts in degree theory that will be employed later. In
Section 3 we discuss the linear equation associated to l and obtain some
preliminary results. Section 4 deals with the Cauchy problem for (1.1) and
presents some preliminary results on the nonlinear equation. Section 5 is
dedicated to describe in rigorous terms the Poincare operator and the
Functional-Analytic approach in the study of the periodic boundary value
problem. In Section 6 we state and prove the Duality Theorem. This sec-
tion also contains a discussion on the value of the index of an asymptoti-
cally stable periodic solution. This index can be computed using the
method of the Poincare operator and the asymptotic fixed point theorem
for :-contractions (see [15], [8]). Section 7 applies the results of the pre-
vious sections to the sine-Gordon equation.
2. MAPPINGS LIKE :-CONTRACTIONS AND DEGREE THEORY
Let X be a Banach space with norm | } |. Given a bounded set A in X,
the measure of noncompactness of A is defined as
#(A) :=inf[d>0A can be covered by a finite number of sets with
diameter less or equal than d].
The properties of # can be seen in [16] and [4].
In this section f: 0 /X  X will be a mapping defined in the closure of
a bounded and open subset 0 of X. It is always assumed that f is con-
tinuous and f (0 ) is bounded. The mapping f is an :-contraction if there
exists a constant k # (0, 1) such that
#( f (A))k#(A)
for each subset A of 0 .
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A typical example of :-contraction is f =L+C, where C is compact and
L is a bounded linear operator with norm |L| :=sup[ |Lx||x|1]<1.
Since # depends on the norm | } | the same will happen to the class of
:-contractions. If we replace the norm | } | in X by another norm which is
equivalent then the class of :-contractions will change. In [16] Nussbaum
introduced a class of mappings which contains all mappings that are :-con-
tractions with respect to some norm equivalent to | } |. To define this class
we need some notation.
Given a mapping f: 0 /X  X, which is continuous and bounded, we
define
K1=co f (0 ), Kn=co f (Kn&1 & 0 ), n>1,
where co (S) denotes the closed convex hull of the set S. The sets Kn are
closed, convex and satisfy K1 $K2 $ } } } $Kn $ } } } . We define K=n=1
Kn , which is also closed and convex. The mapping f is said to be like an
:-contraction or to belong to the class LC(0 ) if K is compact. Sometimes
the dependence of K with respect to f and 0 will be made explicit and we
shall write K( f, 0). An example of mapping in LC(0 ) is f =L+C, where
C is compact and L is linear and has spectral radius r(L)<1.
Given f # LC(0 ), the set of fixed points Fix( f ) is included in K . The
degree
deg(I& f, 0; X)
is defined if f satisfies
Fix( f ) & 0=<. (2.1)
This degree is computed as the Leray-Schauder degree deg(I& f *, 0; X),
where f *: 0  X is any continuous mapping satisfying
f *(x)= f (x) if x # K , f *(0 )/K .
More information on this degree can be seen in [16]. We present three
properties that will be employed later.
Lemma 2.1 (Invariance by linear conjugation). Let X and Y be Banach
spaces and let 8: X  Y be a linear isomorphism. Assume that f # LC(0 )
satisfies (2.1) and define
g: 0 /Y  Y, g=8 b f b 8&1, |=8(0).
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Then g # LC(0 ), Fix(g) & |=< and
deg(I& f, 0; X)=deg(I& g, |; Y).
This is a consequence of the Commutativity Theorem in [16], Section D.
Lemma 2.2 (Reduction of dimension). Let X0 be a closed subspace of X
and let f # LC(0 ) be a mapping satisfying (2.1). Assume also that f (0 )/X0
and define
f0 : 0 & X0  X0 , x [ f (x).
Then f0 # LC(0 & X0) and
deg(I& f, 0; X)=deg(I& f0 , 0 & X0 ; X0).
This is a very classical result when f is compact and deg refers to the
LeraySchauder degree. For :-contractions it is stated in [4]. The proof in
our case is immediate if one uses the auxiliary mapping f * which appeared
in the definition of the degree of f.
The invariance of the degree with respect to homotopies in the class
LC(0 ) is rather delicate (see Theorem 2 in Section D of [16]). Next we
include a simpler result that will be sufficient for our purposes.
Lemma 2.3. Assume that f1 , f2 # LC(0 ) can be decomposed in the form
fi=Li+Ci , i=1, 2,
where Li is a bounded linear operator and Ci is compact. In addition,
r(*L1+(1&*) L2)<1 (2.2)
and
Fix(*f1+(1&*) f2) & 0=< (2.3)
for each * # [0, 1]. Then
deg(I& f1 , 0; X)=deg(I& f2 , 0; X).
Proof. The property (2.2) implies that for each * # [0, 1] we can find a
norm | } |* in X (equivalent to the norm | } | ) and a constant K* # [0, 1) such
that
|(*L1+(1&*) L2)(x)|*K* |x|* , x # X.
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By a compactness argument we can find a partition of [0, 1], 0=
*1<*2< } } } <*n=1, and a constant K # [0, 1) such that if * # [*i , *i+1]
then
|(*L1+(1&*) L2)(x)|*iK |x|*i , x # X.
The property of invariance by homotopies is well known in the class of
:-contractions with respect to a fixed norm. Thus,
deg(I& f*i , 0; X)=deg(I& f*i+1 , 0; X), i=1, ..., n&1,
where f*=*f1+(1&*) f2 .
Remark. Given a bounded linear operator L with r(L)<1 and a com-
pact mapping C, the degree of I& f with f =L+C can also be defined
using alternative techniques. For instance, one could transform the fixed
point equation x= f (x) into x= f
*
(x) with f
*
=(I&L)&1 b C and observe
that f
*
is compact. We shall need to vary L but when L is fixed this is
related to the coincidence degree of Mawhin [6]. One of the authors
(Ortega) thanks Massimo Furi for explaining to him the different ways of
defining the degree of I& f.
3. THE LINEAR EQUATION
We use the general framework in [20]. Consider two Hilbert spaces H
and V which are separable and such that
V/H
with compact inclusion. Moreover, V is dense in H (with respect to the
H-topology). The norm and inner product in H will be simply denoted by
| } | and ( } , } ). In the case of V we will be more explicit and write | } |V and
( } , } )V respectively.
We shall also consider a bilinear form
a: V_V  R,
which is continuous, symmetric and coercive. In the usual way we associate
to it an unbounded self-adjoint linear operator
l : dom(l)/H  H
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with dom(l) dense in H. The inverse of l exists and is a compact operator
from H into H. This allows us to apply the spectral theory of compact self-
adjoint operators to l&1 and also to construct the fractional powers ls in
a simple way. More information on these powers can be seen in [20]. We
just recall the identity dom(l12)=V.
Given u0 # V, v0 # H and p # C([0, T]; H) we consider the initial value
problem
{u +cu* +lu= p(t),u(0)=u0 ,
t # (0, T),
u* (0)=v0 .
(3.1)
By a solution we understand a function u # M :=C([0, T], V) & C1([0, T],
H) satisfying the initial conditions and such that for each w # V the equa-
tion below holds
d 2
dt2
(u(t), w)+c
d
dt
(u(t), w)+(l12u(t), l12w)=( p(t), w).
(This last expression is understood in the sense of distributions).
It is well known that (3.1) has a unique solution. It is also convenient to
recall from [20], p. 180, the following fact: there exists =0>0 (depending
only on c, a, V and H) such that if 0<=<=0 then
|u(t)| 2V+|u* (t)+=u(t)|
2[ |u0 | 2V+|v0+=u0 |
2]e&=2 t
+
2
=2
(1&e&=2 t) | p| 2C([0, T]; H) , t # [0, T]. (3.2)
For small = the formula
|(u0 , v0)| 2= :=|u0 |
2
V+|v0+=u0 |
2, (u0 , v0) # V_H,
defines a norm which is equivalent to any of the standard product norms
in V_H. The previous estimate (3.2) can be rephrased in terms of | } | = .
The functional space M=C([0, T], V) & C1([0, T], H) is naturally
endowed with the norm
&u&M := max
t # [0, T]
[ |u(t)|V+|u* (t)|].
Sometimes we shall use the equivalent norm
&u&M, = := max
t # [0, T]
|(u(t), u* (t))| = ,
for sufficiently small =.
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In this functional setting we define two linear operators associated to
(3.1). Namely,
H: V_H  M, (u0 , v0) [ u*,
where u* is the solution of (3.1) for p=0, and
M: C([0, T]; H)  M, p [ u**,
where u** is the solution of (3.1) for u0=0, v0=0.
Notice that the solution of (3.1) for arbitrary (u0 , v0) and p can be split
as
u=u*+u**=H(u0 , v0)+Mp. (3.3)
Also, notice that the inequality (3.2) implies that both operators H and M
are continuous. At this point it is convenient to employ the norm & }&M, = .
In the rest of this Section we analyze the periodic problem
{u +cu* +lu= p(t),u(0)=u(T ),
t # (0, T ),
u* (0)=u* (T ).
(3.4)
To this end we define the family of linear operators
!{ : M  V_H, u [ (u({), u* ({)); { # [0, T],
and the subspace of M given by
MT :=[u # M!0u=!Tu].
The solutions of (3.4) are just functions in MT solving the differential
equation in the sense already indicated.
Lemma 3.1. For each p # C([0, T]; H) there exists a unique solution of
(3.4). Moreover, the linear operator
GT : p # C([0, T]; H) [ u # MT
is continuous.
Proof. Given an arbitrary initial condition (u0 , v0) # V_H, the solution
of (3.1) is given by (3.3). From the identities
!0 b H=Identity, !0 b M=0, (3.5)
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we deduce that u will be periodic (!0u=!T u) if and only if
(u0 , v0)=!TH(u0 , v0)+!TMp.
The operator !T b H is a linear contraction with respect to the norm | } | = .
In fact the inequality (3.2) implies that
|!TH(u0 , v0)| =e&=4 T |(u0 , v0)| = . (3.6)
Thus the previous fixed point equation is uniquely solvable and (3.4) has
a unique solution. To prove the continuity of GT we just notice from (3.3)
that it can be expressed in the form
GT=H b (I&!T b H)&1 b !T b M+M. (3.7)
We conclude this section with a concrete problem for which the abstract
framework can be applied.
Example 3.2. Define
T=R2?Z, Tn=T_ } } }
(n
_T, n1, H=L2(Tn), V=H1(Tn)
and
a(u, v)=|
Tn
{u } {v+*uv,
where *>0 is fixed.
The associated operator l is given by
l: dom(l)/H  H, lu=&2u+*u,
where dom(l)=H2(Tn).
The equation in (3.1) becomes the telegraph equation
utt+cut&2u+*u= p(t, x), t # (0, T ), x # Rn
with periodic boundary conditions
u(t, x1 , ..., x i+2?, ..., xn)=u(t, x1 , ..., xi , ..., xn), 1in.
The function p belongs to C([0, T], L2(Tn)) and we know from Lemma
3.1 that this telegraph equation has a unique T-periodic solution.
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4. THE NONLINEAR EQUATION
In this section we consider the differential equation
u +cu* +lu= f (t, u), t # (0, T); (4.1)
where l is as in Section 3 and
f: [0, T]_V  H, (t, u) [ f (t, u)
satisfies the following conditions:
(f-1) For each r>0 there exists #r>0 such that
| f (t, u1)& f (t, u2)|#r |u1&u2 |V
if t # [0, T] and |u1 | V , |u2 |Vr.
(f-2) For each r>0 there exists a modulus of continuity |r>0 such
that
| f (t1 , u1)& f (t2 , u2)||r( |t1&t2 |+ |u1&u2 | )
if t1 , t2 # [0, T] and |u1 | V , |u2 |Vr.
(By a modulus of continuity we understand a function |: [0, ) 
[0, ) which is increasing, continuous and such that |(0)=0).
Remark. At first sight one could think that, when f does not depend on
t, the modulus of continuity | in (f-2) is linear. This seems to be suggested
by (f-1). However this is not the case because the norm of u1&u2 refers
now to the space H.
Before we discuss the consequences of these assumptions we shall
analyze them in a concrete case.
Example 4.1. We continue with the notations of example 3.2 and con-
sider now the semilinear telegraph equation
{utt+cut&2xu+*u=F(t, x, u)(t, x1 , ..., xi+2?, ..., xn)=u(t, x1 , ..., xi , ..., xn), 1in
where F: [0, T]_Tn_R  R is a continuous function. It will also be
assumed that Fu (t, x, u) exists and is continuous. Under certain additional
conditions this equation can be interpreted as a particular case of (4.1)
with
f (t, u)=F(t, } , u( } )), t # [0, T], u # H1(Tn).
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When n=1 the space H1(T) is included in C(T) and so f is always well
defined and the conditions (f-1), (f-2) hold. When n2 we must impose
additional conditions on F. We discuss the case n3. Assume
}Fu (t, x, u) }k(1+|u| )_&1,
|F(t1 , x, u)&F(t2 , x, u)|(1+|u| )_ |( |t1&t2 | )
where k>0 is a constant, | is a modulus of continuity and
_ # (1, n(n&2)). To check that f is well defined we just recall Sobolev
immersion H1(Tn)/Ln*(Tn), n*= 2nn&2 . Next we notice that f is Ho lder-
continuous in u. This means that for each r>0 there exists 1r>0 such that
| f (t, u1)& f (t, u2)|1r |u1&u2 |:
if t # [0, T], |u1 |V , |u2 |Vr. Here :=1&; with ;=2(_&1)(n*&2).
This property follows from Ho lder inequality with r= 1; , s=
1
: ,
1
r+
1
s=1,
because
| f (t, u1)& f (t, u2)|2k2 |
Tn
(1+|u1 |+|u2 | )2(_&1) |u1&u2 | 2; |u1&u2 | 2:
k2 _|Tn (1+|u1 |+|u2 | )
2(_&1)
; |u1&u2 |2&
;
_|Tn |u1&u2 |2&
:
.
The condition (f-1) is now easily checked. The condition (f-2) also follows
from Ho lder inequality and Sobolev immersions.
Let us go back to the general setting. A solution of (4.1) will be a func-
tion u # C1(I, H) & C(I, V) satisfying, in the sense of Section 3, the linear
equation
u +cu* +lu= p(t), t # I
with p(t)= f (t, u(t)). Here I is some subinterval of [0, T]. The existence
and uniqueness of local solution follows from a standard fixed point argu-
ment. Here one only uses (f-1) and the continuity of f. The following conse-
quence of the proof will be employed several times.
Property L. Given r>0 and R>r there exists $>0 such that if u(t) is
a solution of (4.1) with
|u* (t0)|+|u(t0)|Vr,
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for some t0 , then u can be continued up to [t0&$, t0+$] & [0, T] and it
satisfies on this interval
|u* (t)|+|u(t)|VR.
Next we shall obtain a result on continuous dependence with respect to
weak topologies that requires (f-2). It is in the line of Proposition 5.1. in
[1]. First we introduce some notation. Given { # (0, T] and u # C1([0, {],
H) & C([0, {], V),
|&u|&{=max[ |u* (t)|+|u(t)|V t # [0, {]].
Notice that |& } |&T coincides with & }&M .
Every solution u(t) of (4.1) will be split in the form u=u>+u>> where
u> satisfies
u >+cu* >+lu>=0, u>(0)=u(0), u* >(0)=u* (0).
Proposition 4.2. Let u1 , u2 , ..., un , ..., u be solutions of (4.1) defined in
[0, {], {T. Assume that
sup
n
|&un |&{<
and
u0n ( u0 weakly in V, v0n ( v0 weakly in H,
where un(0)=u0n , u* n(0)=v0n , n=1, 2, ..., . Then
max
t # [0, {]
|un(t)&u(t)|  0 and |&u>>n &u>> |&{  0 (n  ).
Proof. First we notice that the sequence [un] is relatively compact in
C([0, {], H). This is easily deduced from Ascoli Theorem, just as in the
proof of Proposition 5.1. in [1]. It will be sufficient to prove the result for
subsequences [uk] which are convergent in C([0, {], H). The correspond-
ing limit will be denoted by u # C([0, {], H). Define pk(t)= f (t, uk(t)).
From (f-2) we deduce that [ pk] is a Cauchy sequence in C([0, {], H). Let
q(t) be its limit. If we adapt the notations of Section 3 to the interval [0, {]
then the decomposition uk=u>k+u
>>
k can be expressed as
u>k=H(u0k , v0k), u
>>
k =Mpk .
Linear equations behave well with respect to weak topologies and so we
know that, for each t # [0, {],
u>k(t) ( u
>
(t) weakly in V, u*
>
k(t) ( u*
>
(t) weakly in H.
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The continuity of M implies that u=u> +Mq is in C
1([0, T], H) &
C([0, T], V) and |&u>>k &u
>>|&{  0. It remains to prove that u and u
coincide. This will follow by uniqueness because u is also a solution of
(4.1). Actually, from (f-2),
| f (t, uk(t))& f (t, u(t))||r( |uk(t)&u(t)| ), t # [0, {],
for some r>0. Therefore q(t)= f (t, u(t)) and so u is a solution of (4.1).
Given initial conditions (u0 , v0) in V_H, the solution of (4.1) satisfying
u(0)=u0 , u* (0)=v0 will be denoted by u(t; u0 , v0). This solution will be
defined in a certain maximal interval and we define
D=[(u0 , v0) # V_Hu(t, u0 , v0) is defined in [0, T]].
The property L implies that D is open. Define the solution operator
7: D/V_H  M, 7(u0 , v0)=u( } ; u0 , v0).
It is clear that 7 is continuous. Perhaps more surprising is the fact that this
operator is not necessarily bounded. This means that 7 can map a closed
and bounded subset of D onto an unbounded subset of M. Next example
shows this.
Example 4.3. We start with the one-dimensional problem
! +c!* +
c2
4
!=*(t) !3, !(0)=1, !4 (0)=0. (4.2)
It is possible to prove the existence of a number **>0 such that
v the solution of (4.2) is well defined in [0, T] if * # C([0, T])
satisfies
0*(t)**, t # [0, T]
with strict inequality *(t)<** somewhere,
v the solution of (4.2) for *(t)#** blows up at t=T.
(To prove these facts we found convenient to perform the change of
variables !=e&c2 t’. The system with unknowns ’ and ’* satisfies Kamke
conditions and so the theory of differential inequalities applies).
Consider now the spaces H=L2(T), V=H1(T) and the operator lu=
&uxx+ c
2
4 u. Each function u # H is decomposed as u=u +u~ with u # R and
T u~ =0. This decomposition induces splittings V=RV , H=RH . Define
f (t, u)=**(1&= |u~ |2) u 3,
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where =>0 will be fixed later. The conditions (f-1) and (f-2) hold. Since f
takes values onto the constant functions the solutions of (4.1) defined up
to T can be decomposed as u=!+| where | # C1([0, T], H ) &
C([0, T], V ) satisfies
| +c|* +l|=0
and !: [0, T]  R is a solution of
! +c!* +
c2
4
!=** \1&= |T |2(t, x) dx+ !3.
Consider the set
C={(u0 , v0) # V_H<|T (u$0)2=1, u 0=1, v0=0= .
This set is closed and bounded and we can choose = small enough so that
any solution starting at C will satisfy =|21. Since | is not identically
zero if it has initial conditions on C, we deduce that C/D. Consider
(u0n , 0) # C with
u0n(x)=1+
sin nx
n - ?
.
Then |n(t, x)=e&c2 t(cos nt+ c2n sin nt) (sin nx)n - ? and so T |2n(t, x) dx 
0 as n  , uniformly in t. By continuous dependence we deduce that !n(t)
converges to the solution of (4.2) for *#**. Thus the sequence !n cannot
be bounded.
In the previous example the set C was not closed with respect to the
weak topology. Next result shows that this fact was crucial.
Proposition 4.4. Let C be a bounded set in V_H which is closed with
respect to the weak topology and, in addition, C/D. Then 7(C) is bounded
in M.
Proof. For each { # (0, T] define
#({)=sup [ |&u( } ; u0 , v0)|&{ ; (u0 , v0) # C].
Property L implies that #({) is finite for small {. We want to prove that
also #(T ) is finite and we shall employ a contradiction argument. From
now on we assume #(T )=. Define
T*=sup[{ # (0, T]; #({)<].
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Again property L implies that #(T*)= and we can find a sequence
(u0n , v0n) in C such that
|&un |&T*   where un=u( } ; u0n , v0n). (4.3)
We can assume that the sequence (u0n , v0n) converges (in the weak sense)
to a point (u0 , v0) in C. This is possible because C is weakly closed. By
assumption C/D and so u(t)=u(t; u0 , v0) can be defined in [0, T].
For each {<T* the norms |&un |&{ are bounded above and we can use
Proposition 4.2 to deduce that |un(t)&u(t)|  0 uniformly in t # [0, {]
and |&u>>n &u>> |&{  0. The continuity of the operator H implies that
&u>n &M is bounded, say by a constant C. Let $ be the constant produced by
property L for r=C+2 &u>>&M and R=2r. If we define t0=T*&$ and
assume that n is large enough then
|u* n(t0)|+|un(t0)|V|u* >n(t0)|+|u
>
n(t0)| V+|u*
>>
n (t0)|+|u
>>
n (t0)|V
C+2 &u>>&M=r.
Property L implies that
|u* n(t)|+|un(t)|VR if t # (T*&$, T*].
In this way we arrive at the estimate
|&un |&T*max[#(T*&$), R]
which is not compatible with (4.3).
5. TWO DEFINITIONS OF INDEX
Throughout the rest of the paper we always assume that l is in the con-
ditions of Section 3 and f satisfies (f-1) and (f-2). We shall be interested in
the periodic solutions of the equation (4.1). These are the solutions lying in
MT or, equivalently, satisfying the periodic boundary conditions
u(0)=u(T ), u* (0)=u* (T ). (5.1)
5.1. The Poincare Map
It is defined by
P : D/V_H  V_H, P(u0 , v0)=(u(T; u0 , v0), u* (T; u0 , v0))
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or, equivalently,
P=!T b 7 (5.2)
The fixed points of P are the initial conditions of the periodic solutions
of (4.1).
We know from the previous section that P is continuous but not
necessarily bounded. Let G be an open and bounded subset of V_H. The
closure of G with respect to the weak topology will be denoted by clw(G).
We recall that the strong closure G is always included in clw(G) and the
identity G =clw(G) holds at least when G is convex. If clw(G)/D we can
apply Proposition 4.4 with C=clw(G) to conclude that P(G ) is bounded.
Proposition 5.1. Let G be an open and bounded subset of V_H such
that
clw(G)/D.
Then the map P is in the class LC(G ).
Proof. We know that 7(G ) is a bounded subset of M. Going back to
the notations of Section 3 we observe that u(t; u0 , v0) solves the linear
problem (3.1) with p=N7(u0 , v0) where N is the substitution operator
N: M  C([0, T], H), u [ f ( } , u( } )).
From (3.3) we deduce the identity
7=H+M b N b 7. (5.3)
From now on this identity will be referred as the abstract Volterra
equation. Using (5.2) we rewrite P as
P=!T b H+!T b M b N b 7.
We already found in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that !T b H is a linear con-
traction with respect to some norm | } | = . The proof of this proposition will
be completed if we show that M b N b 7 is compact on G . This is a conse-
quence of the lemma below.
Lemma 5.2. The operator N is completely continuous.
Proof. We know from (f-1) and (f-2) that N is continuous and maps
bounded sets into bounded sets. Let B be a bounded set of M. We must
proof that N(B) is relatively compact in C([0, T], H). To this end we
apply Ascoli Theorem and so we must verify the two conditions below.
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(i) N(B) is equicontinuous;
(ii) [ f (t, u(t))u # B] is relatively compact in H for each t # [0, T].
Let r>0 be such that maxt # [0, T] |u(t)| Vr for each u # B. To prove (i)
we notice that if t1 , t2 # [0, T] then
|u(t1)&u(t2)|d |t1&t2 |, u # B,
with d=max[ |u* (t)|t # [0, T], u # B]. From (f-2) we deduce that
|Nu(t1)&Nu(t2)||r((1+d ) |t1&t2 | ).
To prove (ii) we consider the closed ball of radius r in V,
Br=[u # V|u|Vr].
We look at Br as a metric space immersed in H (with the topology induced
by | } | ). An argument of weak compactness shows that Br is compact and
the condition (f-2) says that f: [0, T]_Br  H is continuous. Thus f (t, Br)
is compact and (ii) follows.
We are now in a position to associate a degree to I&P. Let G be a
bounded and open subset of V_H satisfying
clw(G)/D and Fix(P) & G=<. (5.4)
Then we can define the degree
deg(I&P, G; V_H).
Given u # MT periodic solution of (4.1), we say that it is isolated if there
exists a neighborhood N of (u(0), u* (0)) in V_H such that Fix(P) &
N =[(u(0), u* (0))]. The index of u is defined as
#P(u) :=deg (I&P, N; V_H).
Notice that we can always choose N small enough so that clw(N)/D.
Moreover, the properties of the degree imply that this definition is inde-
pendent of the choice of N.
5.2. The Functional-Analytic Approach
The restriction of N to MT will be indicated by NT . Define the operator
FT : MT  MT , FT=GT b NT .
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The definition of GT implies that the fixed points of FT are precisely the
solutions of (4.1) lying in MT . Moreover, Lemma 5.2 implies that FT is
completely continuous and so we can define the degree
deg(I&FT , 0T ; MT)
when 0T is an open and bounded subset of MT such that
0T & Fix(FT)=<. (5.5)
A solution u # MT is isolated (in the sense previously defined) if and only
if there exists a neighborhood |T of u in MT such that Fix(FT) & |T =[u].
This is a consequence of the continuity of 7. Thus, for an isolated solution
u in MT we can define the second index
#F(u) :=deg(I&FT , |T ; MT).
In principle this definition depends on the choice of l. Given * # R such
that the quadratic form a(u, u)+*|u|2 is coercive, we can rewrite (4.1) in
the form
u +cu* +l*u= f*(t, u), (5.6)
where l*=l+*I and f*(t, u)= f (t, u)+*u. The operator l* and the func-
tion f* satisfy all the previous requirements and so we can define the index
in terms of (5.6). However, (5.6) clearly define a homotopy in 0T or |T
and so the definitions of degree and index are independent of *. Sometimes
the index is defined in terms of (5.6) for a value of * which is in the resol-
vent of &l but such that a( } , } )+* | } | is not coercive. In these cases the
index can have a reversed sign (see [17]).
6. THE DUALITY THEOREM
Let G/V_H and 0T /MT be two bounded and open sets. We assume
that the weak closure of G, clw(G), is inside D (the domain of P). Follow-
ing [11] we say that G and 0T have a common core with respect to the
periodic problem (4.1)(5.1) if the conditions below hold,
Fix(FT) & 0T =<, Fix(P) & G=<, (6.1)
!0(Fix(FT) & 0T)=Fix(P) & G, (6.2)
7(Fix(P) & G) =Fix(FT) & 0T . (6.3)
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The condition (6.1) says that there are no T-periodic solutions lying on
0T or having initial conditions on G. The conditions (6.2), (6.3) are
equivalent to saying that a periodic solution belongs to 0T if and only if
its initial condition belongs to G.
Theorem 6.1. Assume that G and 0T are in the previous conditions and
have a common core with respect to (4.1)(5.1). Then
deg(I&P, G; V_H)=deg(I&FT , 0T ; MT).
In particular, given an isolated T-periodic solution u,
#P(u)=#F(u).
Before presenting the proof of this result we discuss some consequences.
More specifically we discuss some connections between the index and the
stability properties of a periodic solution. In principle the equation (4.1) is
only defined in the time interval [0, T] and the classical notions in stability
theory do not make sense. However we shall assume now that f (0, } ) and
f (T, } ) coincide and so f can be extended by periodicity. We say that a
T-periodic solution u(t) is stable (in the Lyapunov sense) if given any
neighborhood U of (u(0), u* (0)) in V_H it is possible to find another
neighborhood M such that if (u0 , v0) # M then u(t; u0 , v0) is well defined
for t # [0, ) and (u(t; u0 , v0), u* (t; u0 , v0)) # U for each t0. The solution
u(t) is asymptotically stable if it is stable and there is a neighborhood W
of (u(0), u* (0)) such that
|u(t; u0 , v0)&u(t)|V+|u* (t; u0 , v0)&u* (t)|  0 as t  +
for each (u0 , v0) # W.
From the definition we can see that an asymptotically stable periodic
solution is isolated and we want to compute its index. To this end we
notice that u(t) is asymptotically stable if and only if the initial condition
(u(0), u* (0)) has the same property as a fixed point of the Poincare map P.
This map is well defined in some neighborhood of (u(0), u* (0)) and we
know from the proof of the Proposition 5.1 that P is an :-contraction with
respect to the norm | } | = . Thus the asymptotic stability is uniform (see [7]).
In consequence we can find an open and bounded neighborhood N of
(u(0), u* (0)) satisfying the following properties
P(N)N, Fix(P) & N = ,
n0
Pn(N )=[(u(0), u* (0))].
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We can now apply the asymptotic fixed point theorem in [15] to deduce
that
deg (I&P, N; V_H)=1.
This leads to the following result.
Corollary 6.2. Let u(t) be an asymptotically stable T-periodic solution
of (4.1). Then
#P(u)=#F(u)=1.
In the case of ordinary differential equations this result follows from
Theorem 9.6. in [[10], Chap. III] and the Duality Theorem of [11].
The rest of the Section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.1
An outline of the proof. We follow along the lines of Theorem 28.5 in
[11]. The first difficulty to connect the degrees of I&FT and I&P is that
these operators are defined in different spaces. This is overcame by con-
structing new operators F and P> which are defined on the common space
M and preserve the corresponding degrees. The operator F will be a
straightforward extension of FT . To construct P> we shall immerse V_H
into M and then transport P to M by conjugation. Once F and P> have
been defined we define two auxiliary operators A1 and A2 and find a
homotopy in three steps, according to the figure below:
FIGURE 1
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Throughout the proof we shall assume that the following additional
condition holds,
Fix(FT) & 0T {< (6.4)
Notice that if it does not hold then the Theorem is trivially satisfied with
deg(I&P, G; V_H)=deg(I&FT , 0T ; MT)=0.
6.1. The Operator F
Define
F: M  M, F(u)=GT b N(u).
As in the case of FT one proves that F is completely continuous using
Lemmas 3.1 and 5.2 Moreover,
F(M)MT and F(u)=FT (u) \u # MT .
This implies in particular,
Fix(F)=Fix(FT).
Lemma 6.3. There exists a nonempty subset | of M, which is open and
bounded, satisfying the conditions:
Fix(F) & |=Fix(FT) & 0T , (6.5)
Fix(F) & |=<, (6.6)
clw!0(|)/D, (6.7)
where D is the domain of the Poincare operator P.
Proof. The set K:=Fix(FT) & 0T is compact and nonempty. Here we
have used (6.4). Moreover !0(K) is contained in the open set D. Thus we
can find a finite number of balls in M, B1 , ..., Br , covering K and such that
clw!0(Bi)/D, 1ir. Moreover we can choose these balls small enough
so that
| := .
r
i=1
Bi
satisfies (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7).
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Define |T=| & MT . The properties (6.5) and (6.6) imply that
deg(I&FT , 0T ; MT)=deg (I&FT , |T ; MT). (6.8)
In view of Lemma 2.2 we can say that this last degree coincides with
deg(I&F, |; M).
6.2. The Operator P>
First we are going to construct an immersion of V_H into M. To this
end we consider a fixed smooth function (C1 is sufficient) .: [0, T]  R
satisfying the boundary conditions
.(0)=1, .(T)=.* (0)=.* (T )=0.
Also we introduce the linear operators
H{ : V_H  M, u=H{(u0 , v0),
where { # [0, T] and u is the solution of the initial value problem
u +cu* +lu=0, u({)=u0 , u* ({)=v0 .
We notice that H0 is precisely the operator H introduced in Section 3.
A variant of the inequality (3.2) proves that H{ is continuous.
We can define
j: V_H  M, j(u0 , v0)=.H0(u0 , v0)+(1&.) HT (u0 , v0).
This is a bounded linear operator satisfying
!0 b j=!T b j=Identity in V_H. (6.9)
The image M
*
:=j(V_H) is contained in MT (i.e., !0|M*=!T |M*) and it
is clear that j induces an isomorphism between V_H and M
*
. In par-
ticular,
j b !0|M*=IM* .
Also we notice that M
*
is closed in M (or in MT).
We can now transport P to M
*
. Define
D
*
=[u # M
*
!0u # D]
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and
P
*
: D
*
/M
*
 M
*
, P
*
(u)= j b P b !0(u).
Define G
*
= j(G), it follows from Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 5.1 that
P
*
# LC(G
*
) and
deg(I&P, G; V_H)=deg(I&P
*
, G
*
; M
*
). (6.10)
Given r>0 we are going to consider the open and bounded subset of M,
G>(r)=[u # M!0u # G, &u&M<r].
We can choose r large enough so that
G
*
=G>(r) & M* , G*=G>(r) & M*, (6.11)
where G
*
is the boundary of G
*
in M
*
.
Define D>=[u # M!0u # D] and
P> : D> /M  M, P>= j b P b !0 .
This map belongs to LC(G>(r)) because
K(P> , G>(r))=K(P*, G*).
Moreover P> is an extension of P*
with P>(D>)/M*. From (6.11) we
deduce that P> has no fixed points on the boundary of G>(r) and so, from
Lemma 2.2,
deg(I&P> , G>(r); M)=deg(I&P*, G*; M*). (6.12)
6.3. The auxiliary operators
Define
A1 : M  M, A1=H0 b !T+M b N
and
A2 : D> /M  M, A2=H0 b !T+M b N b 7 b !0 .
Let | be the domain given by Lemma 6.3 The condition (6.7) implies that
A2 is well defined on | and A2(| ) is a bounded set. Clearly the operator
A1 is well defined on the whole space M. Our first task will be to prove
that A1 and A2 belong to LC(| ). The operators M b N and M b N b 7 b !0
are compact on | and therefore it will be sufficient to apply the following
result.
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Lemma 6.4. The spectral radius of H0 b !T : M  M satisfies
r(H0 b !T)<1.
Proof. First we consider the operator !T b H0 and notice that the
estimate (3.6) implies that the spectral radius of this operator satisfies
r(!T b H0)<1.
This is equivalent to saying that the spectrum of !TH0 lies inside the unit
disk.
Given a number * # C&[0] in the resolvent set of !TH0 , it is easy to
prove that * is also in the resolvent of H0 !T and the following formula
holds
(H0!T&*I )&1=
1
*
[H0(!TH0&*I )&1 !T&I].
Thus the spectrum of H0!T also lies inside the unit disk and the proof is
complete.
Next result implies in particular that A1 and A2 have the same fixed
points as F.
Lemma 6.5. For each * # [0, 1]
Fix(*A1+(1&*) A2)=Fix(F).
Proof. Let u be a fixed point of *A1+(1&*) A2 . If we define u^ :=7!0u
then u^ is a solution of (4.1) satisfying the same initial conditions as
u (!0 u^=!0 u). Let us consider the equation
w +cw* +lw= g(t, w), (6.13)
where g(t, w) :=(1&*) f (t, w)+*f (t, u^(t)). The function g satisfies the
conditions (f-1) and (f-2) and so there is uniqueness for the initial value
problem associated to (6.13). The definition of g implies that u^ is a solution
of (6.13). On the other hand we know that u is a fixed point of
*A1+(1&*) A2 and so it satisfies
u=H0!T u+*MNu+(1&*) MN7!0u. (6.14)
From this equation and (3.5) we deduce that u is periodic; that is,
!0 u=!T u. Now (6.14) can be rewritten as
u=H0!0u+Mg( } , u).
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From (3.3) we deduce that u is a solution of (6.13). By uniqueness we
deduce that u=u^ and so u is a periodic solution of (4.1). This implies
Fix(*A1+(1&*) A2)/Fix(F). To prove the other inclusion we notice
that u # Fix(F) implies the identities u=7!0 u, !0 u=!Tu and u=
H0 !Tu+*MNu+(1&*) MN7!0 u.
Once we have proved this lemma we can use (6.6) to deduce that
deg(I&*A1&(1&*) A2 , |; M) (6.15)
is well defined and constant. Here we have used Lemma 2.3
6.4. Connecting F to A1
Since F(M)/MT we know that !TF=!0F. Thus,
(I&H0!T)(I&F)=I&H0 !T&F+H0!0 F.
From the definition of F and (3.7)
F=[H0(I&!TH0)&1 !T+I] MN.
Combining this identity with (3.5),
H0 !0 F=H0(I&!TH0)&1 !TMN.
These three identities lead us to
(I&H0!T)(I&F)=I&A1 .
Then
H* :=(I&*H0 !T)(I&F)=I&*H0!T&F+*H0!TF, * # [0, 1],
defines a homotopy between I&F and I&A1 . For each * # [0, 1], I&H*
is in LC(| ) and Fix(I&H*) is independent of *. All these properties and
Lemma 2.3 lead to the conclusion
deg(I&F, |; M)=deg(I&A1 , |; M). (6.16)
6.5. Connecting A2 to P>
We intend to apply again Lemma 2.3. To this end we notice that A2 can
be decomposed as
A2=L1+C1 , L1=H0 b !T , C1=M b N b 7 b !0 ,
and C1 is compact on | .
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Also, from the definition of P> and the identities (5.2) and (5.3), one
obtains
P>= jP!0= j!T7!0= j!T (H0+MN7) !0=L2+C2 ,
where
L2= j b !T b H0 b !0 and C2= j b !T b M b N b 7 b !0 .
The operator C2 is compact on | and we shall verify (2.2) and (2.3) by
means of three lemmas. The first of them is an easy exercise in Functional
Analysis.
Lemma 6.6. Let X be a Banach space with norm | } | and let L: X  X be
a bounded linear operator. Assume that there exists a semi-norm & }& in X
such that the conditions below hold
(i) k |x|&x&K |x| , \x # Im(L),
(ii) &Lx&1 &x&, \x # X,
where k, K and 1 are fixed positive constants.
Then the spectral radius of L satisfies
r(L)1.
Proof. We prove the inequality
|Ln|
K
k
1 n&1 |L|, n=1, 2, ...
and the result is a consequence of Gelfand’s formula for the spectral radius.
Given an arbitrary y # X we observe that (i) holds for x=Ly or Lny, n2.
Thus
|Lny|
1
k
&Lny&
1 n&1
k
&Ly&
K1 n&1
k
|Ly|
K1 n&1
k
|L| | y|.
Lemma 6.7. For each * # [0, 1],
r(L*)<1,
where L*=*H0 b !T+(1&*) j b !T b H0 b !0 .
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Proof. We already know from Lemma 6.4 that the result is valid for
*=1. When *=0 we notice that the powers of L0 satisfy
Ln0= j(!TH0)
n !0 .
Since r(!TH0)<1 we can conclude that the result also holds for *=0.
From now on we assume * # (0, 1).
We are going to apply the previous Lemma with X=M, | } |=& }&M, = and
the semi-norm & }& defined by
&u& :=max[ |!0 u| = , |!Tu| =], u # M.
Here =>0 is a fixed small number chosen as in Section 3.
We first verify the second condition of Lemma 6.6. Given u # M, the
definition of L* and the estimate (3.6) imply
|!0L* u| = |*!Tu+(1&*) !TH0!0u| =* &u&+(1&*) e&=4 T &u& ,
|!TL*u| = |*!TH0!Tu+(1&*) !TH0!0 u| =e&=4 T &u& .
Thus,
&L*u&1*&u& , 1* :=*+(1&*) e&=4 T.
To verify the first condition of Lemma 6.6 we consider an arbitrary
u # Im(L*) with
u=*H0!Tw+(1&*) j!TH0!0w
for some w # M. The extreme values !0u and !T u satisfy
{!0 u=*!Tw+(1&*) !TH0!0w,!Tu=*!TH0 !Tw+(1&*) !TH0!0w.
In particular,
!0 u&!T u=*(I&!TH0) !Tw.
Since !TH0 has spectral radius less than 1, we can invert I&!TH0 to
obtain
|!Tw| =
1
*
|(I&!TH0)&1| = 2 &u& .
Also,
(1&*) |!TH0!0w| =|!0 u| =+* |!Tw| =(1+2 |(I&!TH0)&1| =) &u& .
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The relationship between u and w and the continuity of H0 and j lead to
an estimate of the type
k*&u&M, =&u& , u # Im(L*).
The inequality
&u&&u&M, =
is obvious from the definition of the semi-norm. This completes the proof.
Lemma 6.8. There exists r*>0 such that if r>r* then
Fix(*A2+(1&*) P>) & G>(r)=<
for each * # [0, 1].
Proof. To start with we notice that A2 satisfies
A2=H0 b !T&H0 b !0+7 b !0 . (6.17)
This is a consequence of the Volterra’s identity (5.3) and the definition of A2 .
Let u be a fixed point of *A2+(1&*) P> . The previous formula (6.17)
together with the definitions of P and P> lead to
u=*H0!Tu&*H0!0u+*7!0u+(1&*) j!T7!0u. (6.18)
If we apply !0 and !T to this identity we obtain
!0 u=*!T u+(1&*) !T7!0u,
!Tu=*!TH0 !T u&*!TH0!0 u+!T7!0u.
(6.19)
Here we have used (3.5) and (6.9).
Multiplying the second equation by 1&* and subtracting it from the
first, we are lead to
!0 u&!T u=*(1&*) !TH0(!0u&!Tu).
Next we are going to deduce from this identity that u is periodic, that is,
!0 u=!T u. This is obvious for *=0 or *=1 and so we assume * # (0, 1).
The proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that the spectral radius of !TH0 is strictly
less than 1. Thus 1*(1&*)>1 is not an eigenvalue of this operator and so
!0 u&!T u must vanish.
Once we know !0u=!T u we go back to the first equation of (6.19) to
deduce that !0u is a fixed point of P.
We are now in a position to prove the Lemma. Let us assume that u
belongs to Fix(*A2+(1&*) P>) & G>(r) and try to reach a contradiction
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for large r. From the previous discussion and the definition of G>(r) we
know that
!0 u # Fix(P) & G .
The assumptions on G imply that !0u cannot lie on G. In these cir-
cumstances u # G>(r) implies
&u&M=r. (6.20)
Since clw(G)/D the following number is finite,
\ :=sup [&7(u0 , v0)&M (u0 , v0) # G].
From (6.18) we obtain a bound for u, namely
&u&M\(1+& j&). (6.22)
Define r* :=\(1+& j&). Then (6.20) and (6.21) are not compatible when
r>r*.
After these two lemmas we can conclude that
deg(I&A2 , G>(r); M)=deg(I&P> , G>(r); M). (6.22)
We know by Lemma 6.5 that A2 and F have the same fixed points. Since
G and 0T have a common core we can deduce (for large r)
Fix(A2) & G>(r)=Fix(FT) & 0T=Fix(A2) & |.
We have used (6.5). In consequence
deg(I&A2 , G>(r); M)=deg(I&A2 , |; M) (6.23)
and the theorem follows by a chain of identities. Namely, (6.8), (6.16),
(6.15), (6.23), (6.22), (6.12) and (6.10).
7. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF THE FORCED
SINE-GORDON EQUATION
Given p # L1(T2) we consider the equation
utt&uxx+cut+a sin u= p(t, x), (7.1)
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where c and a are positive numbers. We search for doubly periodic solu-
tions of period 2?; these are solutions satisfying
u(t+2?, x)=u(t, x+2?)=u(t, x) for all (t, x) # R2.
Given a solution u of this type, also the translate u+2? is a solution. We
shall say that two solutions are geometrically different if they do not differ
by a multiple of 2?.
We plan to apply the abstract framework of Section 4 to this equation
(just as in example 4.1). At first sight it seems that this is not possible
because p is only in L1. To overcome this trouble we shall perform a well
known change of variables. First we decompose p in the form
p(t, x)= p~ (t, x)+s,
where p~ satisfies T2 p~ =0 and s # R is the average of p. Next we find the
unique function P # C(T2) which is a solution (in the sense of distributions)
of the linear problem
Ptt&Pxx+cPt= p~ (t, x) in D$(T2), |
T2
P=0 (7.2)
(see Proposition 4.4. in [18]). The change of variables
u=u+P(t, x)
transform (7.1) into
utt&uxx+cut+a sin(u+P(t, x))=s. (7.3)
This equation fits in the class discussed in example 4.1 From now on we
shall always stay in the setting introduced by examples 3.2 and 4.1 (with
dimension n=1). In particular,
H=L2(T1), V=H1(T1).
We shall assume that the time period is
T=2?
and so a doubly periodic solution of (7.3) will be understood as a solution
of the periodic boundary problem (4.1)(5.1), where (4.1) is now the
abstract version of (7.3).
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The only property of the sine function that will be employed in the rest
of the Section is the periodicity. For this reason it seems convenient to
replace (7.3) by the more general equation
utt&uxx+cut+8(t, x, u)=s, (7.4)
where 8 is a function 2?-periodic in each variable. It will be assumed that
8 is in the class C0, 1(T2_T1) and s # R will act as a parameter. The notion
of doubly periodic solution previously introduced for (7.3) also applies for
this equation.
In the previous paper [18] we already studied the doubly periodic solu-
tions of (7.4) under the assumption
8
u
(t, x, u)& for all (t, x, u) # R2_R. (7.5)
The number &=&(c) was introduced in [18]. It determines the region of
parameters where it is possible to find a maximum principle for the
telegraph equation. We cannot compute it but some properties of & were
found in [18]. In particular,
c2
4
<&
c2
4
+
1
4
.
We shall combine the results in Section 6 with [18] to obtain the following
result.
Theorem 7.1. Assume that (7.5) holds. Then there exists an interval
I8=[s& , s+], s&s+ , such that (7.4) has
v no doubly periodic solution if s<s& or s>s+ ;
v at least one doubly periodic solution if s=s& or s+ ;
v at least two doubly periodic solutions (geometrically different) if
s&<s<s+ .
Moreover, at least one of these solutions is not asymptotically stable when
s&<s<s+ and none of the doubly periodic solutions can be asymptotically
stable when s=s& or s+ .
Remarks. 1. This theorem is inspired by well known results for
ordinary differential equations of pendulum-type (see [13] and [17]). In
that case a restriction like (7.5) was not required.
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2. The existence of an interval I8 such that (7.4) has a doubly peri-
odic solution whenever s # I8 was already proved in [18]. The result on
multiplicity and the information on stability properties seem to be new.
3. In some physical situations it may be interesting to look for
doubly periodic solutions of the second kind. The terminology is taken
from [14]. These are solutions satisfying
u(t+2?, x)=u(t, x)+2N?, u(t, x+2?)=u(t, x)
for some integer N{0. The study of this class of solutions (for fixed N) is
reduced to the case N=0 by means of the change of unknown
v(t, x)=u(t, x)&Nt.
The rest of this Section will be devoted to prove Theorem 7.1 First of all
we want to apply the results in [18] to justify the existence of the interval
I8 . To do this we must be cautious: the concept of doubly periodic solution
employed in [18] does not coincide with the notion induced by the
abstract framework of Section 4. In [18] we worked with functions in
C(T2) satisfying (7.4) in the sense of distributions; in the present paper we
work with functions in MT solving (4.1). It is easy to prove that a solution
of (4.1)-(5.1) is also a solution in the sense of [18]. The key fact is the
immersion of MT in C(T2). The converse is slightly more delicate and
depends upon the following regularity result for the linear equation (7.2):
the solution P belongs to C1(T2) if p~ is in C(T2). This can be proven in
many ways; for instance, one can use the Green’s function of Lemma 5.2.
in [18]. Now, if u # C(T2) is a solution of (7.4) in the sense of distribu-
tions, then u~ =u& 1
(2?)2
T2 u is a solution of (7.2) for an appropriate p~
which belongs to C(T2). Thus u is in C1(T2) and, since this space can be
immersed in MT , the equivalence between the two definitions is easily
obtained.
We are now free to employ the results in [18]. In particular the
Theorem 4.3. of that paper guarantees the existence of an interval
I8=[s& , s+] such that (7.4) has doubly periodic solutions if and only if
s&ss+ . It must be noticed that the class of admissible nonlinearities 8
in that theorem was more restrictive than the class considered now in
Theorem 7.1. However this difficulty is only formal because the proof in the
general case is the same.
Continuation of the proof of Theorem 7.1 (Multiplicity and instability
properties). We consider first the case s=s& or s+ and prove that doubly
periodic solutions are not asymptotically stable. Let u be one of these solu-
tions and let us assume that it is isolated (otherwise the conclusion is
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obvious). If the index #P(u) were different from zero then the properties of
the degree and the continuous dependence of (7.4) with respect to the
parameter s would imply that (7.4) must have a periodic solution for any
s close to s& or to s+ . This is against the definition of the interval I8 and
therefore we conclude that #P(u)=0. Now the conclusion follows from
Corollary 6.2.
Let us now consider the case s # (s& , s+). We want to prove that there
are two geometrically different periodic solutions and also that at least one
of them is not asymptotically stable. We can assume that all periodic solu-
tions are isolated because otherwise the result is obviously true. We shall
prove two preliminary results.
Claim 1. Given u # MT solution of (7.4) then
#F(u)=#F(u+2?).
Claim 2. There exists u1 , u2 # MT solutions of (7.4) with
#F(u1){#F(u2).
Once we accept these two claims the proof of the Theorem is easily com-
pleted. It is clear that the two solutions u1 and u2 are geometrically dif-
ferent and at least one of them must have index #F(ui) different from one.
In view of Corollary 6.2 we can say that this solution is not asymptotically
stable.
Before proving the claims we go back to the abstract setting introduced
by examples 3.2 and 4.1 The number *>0 in the definition of the bilinear
form a(u, v) was arbitrary and so we can select *=&. The Maximum Prin-
ciple obtained in [18] implies that the linear operator GT of Lemma 3.1 is
strongly positive. This is understood in the following sense: given a non-
trivial function p # C([0, T], H) with
p(t, x)0 a.e. x # R
for each t # [0, T] then w=GTp satisfies
w(t, x)>0 for each (t, x) # [0, T]_R.
Also we know that GT is continuous from C([0, T], H) into MT and its
norm will be denoted by &GT&.
The definition of FT can be made more precise now. Given u # MT , the
image w=FT (u) is the solution in MT of
wtt&wxx+cwt+&w=F(t, x, u(t, x)), (7.6)
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where
F(t, x, u) :=s&8(t, x, u)+&u.
To prove the first claim we notice that FT commutes with the translation
operator
T: MT  MT , u [ u+2?.
The Commutativity Theorem for LeraySchauder degree and the identity
FT=T
&1FTT finish the proof.
Let us now pass to the second claim. We can choose functions u1 , u&
and u+ in MT such that u1 is a solution of (7.4) and u\ are solutions of
utt&uxx+cut+8(t, x, u)=s\ .
Adding or subtracting multiples of 2? we can also assume that these
functions satisfy the inequalities
u&<u1&2?<u1+2?<u+ .
Define
0T=[u # MT u&(t, x)<u(t, x)<u+(t, x) \(t, x), &u&MT<R],
where R is any number satisfying
R>&GT& M- 2?
and
M :=max[ |F(t, x, u)|(t, x) # [0, T]_R, u&(t, x)uu+(t, x)].
The set 0T has the following property: given u # MT with u&uu+ then
w=FTu belongs to 0T .
Let us prove first w<u+ (the inequality w>u& is similar). The dif-
ference d=u+&w satisfies
dtt&dxx+cdt+&d=F(t, x, u+)&F(t, x, u)+s+&s.
Now it is time to use the condition (7.5) that tells us that the function F
is monotone nondecreasing. It implies that the right hand side of the last
equation is positive and the positivity of GT leads to the conclusion.
To finish the proof of the property we must show that &w&MT<R. The
definition of FT implies that
w=GT (F( } , } , u( } ))).
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From here we obtain the estimates
&w&MT&GT& &F( } , } , u( } ))&C([0, T], H)&GT & M - 2?.
We are now in a position to prove the second claim. From the previous
property we can deduce that
FT (0 T)/0T .
Since 0T is a bounded and open convex subset of MT we obtain
deg(I&FT , 0T ; MT)=1.
On the other hand the additivity of degree implies that
deg(I&FT , 0T ; MT)= :
u # Fix(FT ) & 0T
#F(u).
The set Fix(FT) & 0T is finite and has at least three elements (u1 , u1+2?
and u1&2? belong to it). In these circumstances the previous identities for
the degree of I&FT are not compatible unless the claim holds.
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